First Senior Visiting Day On Tuesday

«

SET TONIGHT

POPERA EXTRAVAGANZA

Lumberjack

HIGH SCHOOLS
TO VISIT HSC
ON TWO DAYS
‘

‘

April 2 and 10 have been declared Senior Visiting Days on
the
HSC
campus,
announces
Roland Atterbury, general chairman.
Senior high
school
students
interested in college\ will visit
our campus these two days to obtain knowledge on the advantages of college both academically
and socially.
There will be some 350 students
as our guests on April 2 from
various
schools
including
Del
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f.
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Tour

re JOYCE WEAVER
NAMED 10 OFFICE
Joyce
ism

and Lois Morrow, lunch; Mike
Berker and Ann Sorenson, tours.
Dr. Karshner, Miss Buchannan
and
Dr. Hall are “
faculty

dent

Day.”
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Goodwin Named
5 Girs Accepted
Graduate Manager As Spur Pledges
Humboldt State College president Cornelius H. Siemens has

supervise

the ticket

sales

for the

athletic
program,
and_
have
charge
of
the
student-owned
bookstore and fountain, In his
position ag graduate manager,
Goowdin will be a member of the
dean of students
Don Karshner.
A
Humboldt

staff,

under

State

Due By April 3
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last
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and
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ASB
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the Lumberjack.
As publications commissioner
she is to keep in close contact

Dr.

College

Election Petitions

Election

this week
term

who _

of Sigma

council

alumnus, Goodwin is at present
“Hello’ shall be on all day. It is employed as salesman for Paoli
to be a friendly day, and every- Brothers. He is former owner and
one is to say “Hi” to everyone. manager
of
the
Bon _ Boniere
Humboldt
State
College
is candy store and restaurant in
proud
of
their
traditionally Eureka. During his college carfriendly college and professors, eer, Mr. Goodwin was a member
and we wish to carry on the of the 1942 HSC basketball squad.
tradition. We should take pride
Goodwin
replaces Jack Sears,
in
maintaining
this
envious present graduate manager, who
tradition. Some day we may be is resigning
to
enter
private
too big to afford this luxury. Let business in Twin Falls, Idaho.
us enjoy it now while we can.
It isn’t necessary to wait until
April 3 to start the big “Hello”
drive. Start it now. Start it today.
But on April 3 let us all wear
our friendliest smile and give our
Elections aren’t very far off.
most cheerful “Hi.” Until then,
“Hi, gang.’
Petitions for the general election will be available starting
April 3, Anyone can get at petitien from the Graduate Manager’s office or the ASB office
in the Coop.
In the general election of
General ASB elections of HumMay 1 the following offices
boldt State College will be held
will be filled: president, vice1. They were previously
May
president, secretary, wg
scheduled for April 24.
awards commissioner,
Executive Council made this
zations and activities comnmlaschange because of the Easter
foner, publications and pubvacation. It was felt that by postponing the elections a week it licity commissioner, rally comissioner and assembly coma
give the candidates
would
missioner.
better opportunity for publicity.

General

unexpired

publica-

last fall as publicity chairman
of the Homecoming Committee.
This year she has covered student

Campus Proclaimed

“Hello

body

Miss Weaver is a transfer student from San Francisco City
College, where she was active in
publications work. She is a resi-

lege. Mr. Goodwin will assume
his duties on Monday, April 8.
As
graduate
manager,
Mr.
Goodwin will serve as an advisor
to the student executive council
and board of finance. He will

The letter was referred to the
inter-club senate and the senate
moved
to declare April 3 as

and

was

month.

Hello Day’ On

college.

the

journal-

staff member,

student

Barnhill,

announced
the appointment
of
Howard Goodwin to the position
of Graduate Manager at the col-

BY TONY VASQUEZ
April 3 is “Hello Day” on the
Humboldt State College campus.
There was a letter sent to the
executive council some weeks ago
from a former student who stated
that on returning to Humboldt
she no longer found it a friendly

junior

Lumberjack

tions commissioner
fill

|. is

of campus.

Jeanette Ragsdale

and

appointed

torium.,

entertainment;

Weaver,

major

Sempervirens

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 10
9a.m. Orientation
and
advising
in the
audi10 a.m. Tour of the campus.
11 a. m.. Visit to specific classes.
The committee for this years
Senior
Visiting
Day:
Roland
Atterbury,
general
chairman;
Judy Shaw and Dean McCullum,
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students are expected to visit our
campus from Eureka High School.
The
program
schedules
for
these two days are as follows:
TUESDAY, APRIL 2
10 a.m. General orientation in
the auditorium.
1la.m, Visit assigned classes.
12 p.m. Lunch and program in
the Stadium.
1p.m. Specific subject advising.
2p.m.

The seventh annual Humboldt
State College musical extravaganza the Popera, will be tonight
in the Eureka Municipal audi-

OF HUMBO)
STATE COLLEGE

Norte, Hoopa, Ferndale, Fortuna,
Leggett
Valley,
Round
Valley,

Laytonville and South Fork.

MUSIC GALORE
FOR SEVENTH
ANNUAL EVENT

Twenty-five
freshmen _ girls
were
accepted
as
1957
Spur
pledges, it was announced by the

group this week.
They
are
Mona
Armstrong,
Carol Benoit, Sandra Bishop, Barbara Brown, Lynn Cannam, Merry
Epping,

Marta

Flak,

Jeanine

Ford, Karen Fraser, Janet French,
Alice Glines, Dorothy Gray, Marjorie

Guthridge,

Jewell

Hyman,

Maylon Johnson, Camille Koprive, Judy McDonald, Pat Miller,
Lois
Morrow,
Barbara
Paul,
Phyllis Peltonen, Elizabeth Rea,
Pat Regli, Pat Rouse and Mary
West.

Spurs
service

women,

is

a

national

society

for

honorary
sophomore

with

the

editors

and

advertisers

of all publications on campus in
order to understand their needs,
problems,
policies wishes and
plang and to serve as their representative
to
the
Executive
Council; to publish in the Lumberjack the working of the Executive Council to keep the entire student body aware of student government activities; and
to attend all meetings
ecutive
Council
as
member.

of the Exa_
voting

been

proposed

to Humboldt State Colleges Constitution. These
revisions
were
started in the Inter-Club Senate

by Jean Sylva and his committee.
From ICS the recommendations
were brought before the Executive Council. In the general election on May 1 students will have

the opportunity to approve
disapprove these revisions.
For detailed information

ians'’

union,

Local

333;

Claude

Gribble’s orchestra;
and Jerry
Moore’s combo.
Highlight of the evening will
be the crowning of the Popera
King. The king is elected each
year

by

popular

student-body,

vote

and

from

the

the

surprise

announcement
is made at the
dance. Candidates this year are
Harman Bonniksen, sponsored by

Spurs; Dale Callihan, Band; Mike
Fielding, Inter-collegiate Knights
and Larry Westlake, Choir.
The

evening’s

entertainment

which begins at 8:30 p.m. and
costs $1 for adults and 50 cents
with

activity

cards,

includes

music by the Humboldt Little
Symphony conducted by Floyd
Glende; selections by the college
choir and chorus under the direction

of

Dr.

Leon

Wagner;

and

Lumberjack
by
Danie]

band numbers lead
Backman.
James

Mearns
monies.

be

will

master

of

cere-

Tickets may be purchased from
any
music
student,.
Maxon’s
Music Store, Melba’s Organ and
Piano salon, Nygard ard Green,
Gribbles TV and Appliances and
are
Art

Dalianes, King committee; Shirley Christy, white elephant col-

To Constitution
have

Popera chairman Bob Cutting,
a senior music major from Eureka, has announced that the
program will include the traditional hour concert of “classical
music for those who hate classical
music,” followed by an evening
of dancing. Music for the dance
will be provided by the music-

the Music Mart of Fortuna.
Popera committee members
Barbara Brown, decorations;

Propose Revisions
Revisions

torium.

lection;

Ed

Keenan,

publicity.

SSS
SEVENTH ANNUAL POPERA
Friday, March 29, 1957
8:30

p. m.

Eureka Municipal Auditorium
POP CONCERT SOOSRAEE

or

on the

revisions, consult the Minutes

of

the Student Council.

Immediate Action Called For By
Those Who Attend Recruitment Confab

Emperor Waltz .............. Strauss
Humboldt Little Symphony
Floyd Glende, Conductor
bo
The Desert Song ........ Romberg

The time has come for immediate action towards teacher refeeling that came from the approxicruitment was the JP coheastane
mately
175
fessional people whoA yn
gy in the
27, on the
conference he
ates
dey lon Genter Recruitment
t State College campus.
The group voiced its opinion nology and indicated this as an
that the scope of teacher shortage increasing situation.
has been sufficently defined and
Some of the more stronger sugthat positive action, with emph- gestions and ideas brought out
asis on positive, should now be by the conference members for
taken towards an easing of the facilitating teacher recruitment
problem.
and making the profession more
This immediate
action, they appealing for prospective teachfelt, should be taken not only ers include recruitment of prosby persons and organizations in pective teachers in high schools
the education field but by every by college students, furthering
interested person and organiza- the California Student Teachers
tion in California.
Association, the responsibility of
Mr. Blair Hurd, coordinator of teachers to encourage promising
teacher
recruitment,
California students to become teachers, inState Department of Education, crease parent-teacher public rein introducing the summary of lations and enlightenment, inthe conference’s work stressed the crase community acception of and
placed by teachers, reorganize and concomplexities
increasing
upon our teachers for preparing solidate school districts and more
the students of today for facing fully utilize available materials,
the intricacies of our “New World more and improved education
(Continued on Page 8)
of Tomorrow” of science and tech-

Tea

For Two

............... Youmans

Your Land and My
BOE Svdinsssviiccrisesaccaecsverenss
Dese Bones Gwine ter Rise

Again...

eee

Spiritual

Humboldt State College Chorus

Inglesina - Marcia
—wathotvuns D. Delia Cese
oy
Symphony ....... Haydn-Gardner
Soloists:
Triangle ............ Beverly Owens
Cymbals .......... Doris
Cuckoo .............. James Mearns
Nighingale .......... Paul Johnsne
Ratchet .................... Lee Barlow
Toy Trumpet ........ Fred Owens
Bells and Quail .. Floyd Glende
Tambourine ........ Leon Wagner
Italian Polka .... Rachmaninoff.
Leidzen
The Bugler ................ GoldmanLeidyen
Selo Trumpet .. James Babcock

(Continued on page 5)
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This is the last in a series on the Associated
Student Body
officers.

BY JOYCE WEAVER

Dear Editor:

Today about 5 p.m. an accident

Mike Fielding has held the
office of President of the Associaa tragedy if it had not been for ted Students of Humboldt State
the quick thinking and coolness College for the past year. He is
of a student of your school.
now a senior majoring in busiThe person I speak of is John ness education.
He has been active in activities
Mayfield who I believe is the.
president of Humboldt
State's since entering HSC. Before winBusiness Club.
ning the election for president he
I was at work at Deb’s Drive In was Representative-at-Large and
when a young girl ran into one Vice-President of the ASB. Fieldof our sliding glass doors. The ing is also a member of the Intershattered glass cut both of her Collegiate Knights, Green Key
legs
severely
and
blood
was and Block H.
spurting from a vein in her left
The duties of the president are
leg.
to serve as the chief Executive
occurred

ot

It's Up To You

At present there is an avid appeal for persons under
40 years of age to obtain polio vaccine inoculations.
Humboldt’s health service did more than its part
in offering these all-important shots to the students
and faculty. But barely one-sixth of the student body
took advantage of this opportunity. Now that such
protection is available, people should literally ‘‘jump”
at the chance to obtain it. Yet most have to be coaxed
or begged to seek out something for their own good or
welfare.
For those who cannot afford the comparitively
nominal fee for shots, free clinics to administer the

which

Mr. Mayfield

might

quickly

have

been

called

an

ambulance then he stopped the
bleeding by apply pressure on the
back of her knee. All this time,
he
was
such as:

ed

her severely

and

told

her

When the ambulance arrived
he drove the mother’s car for her
to the hospital because she went
in
the
ambulance
with
her

Duffy, Sandi Wahlund, Jon Mitts,
Joe Chappelle, Jack Sears Dr.
Karshner and Roberta Johnson.
The minutes were approved as
submitted.
CORRESPONDENCE
A note was read from Dr. Karshner
informing
the
Student
Council that the High School Inter-School Conference booklet will
be ready for distribution early
in the week of March 25.
A memorandum was read from
Dr. Siemens approving the ex-

penditure

of

$100

from

the

Thanksgivng Day Game Trust
Fund for the purpose of sending
a representative to the NAIA
tournament this year.
NEW BUSINESS
Jean Sylva, representative from
ICS presented suggested amend-

’
ARTICLE 1
AND MEMBERSHIP

1, OK
2, OK
3. Membership
members

of

The last I heard, the girl was
doing fine...
I think that this country could
stand a few more men like John
Mayfield.

Privileges. Only
Association

Classical

we

s

Concert

Bands

and

Dance

and Humboldt

Musicians

Union

—
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Humboldt State College
Arcata, California
re: Conservation Program
Dear Editor,
In your issue of March 15, 1957,
I was much amazed at the replies
of Mr. Cutting and Mr. Stankus
(The Inquiring Reporter).
It must be quite a fete to reach
status

know
these

at

a

college

and

as little of its campus as
two fellows. From their

quotes,

mittee

HSC

Choir

Little Symphony
all star Band

EUREKA MUNICIPAL AUDITORIUM

0
- 12:00
TONIGHT - - - 8:3
Students 50c
Benefit for Humboldt State Music Dept.

"

the

se.

one

is given

the

opinion

refused

to

give

com-

its

ap-

proval March 20 to a bill setting
up

a

new

..

©

college

in the

city

of

Alameda.
The measure failed after critics
said it picked too specific a site
for the proposed college.
The
bill said the college should be
built on

land

unused
emy.

federal

now

we

owned

maritime

by

an

acad-

Last week the same committee
approved
a bill establishing a
state college
in southern
Ala-

meda county,
Dr. J. Burton Vasche of the
state department of education,
told the committee that only one
or two state colleges could be
built this year.

Oe

JIM ARNOT
Vice-President

meetings

of the Executive

Coun- «

cil; to vote at such meetings only‘
in case of a tie, to appoint members of the committees of the

Executive

Council

as

may

be

necessary for the proper conduct +
of its affairs; to assume the
supervise the activities of the duties of the President during the
Secretary and Treasurer of the latter‘s absence and shall sucAssociation; to make certain that ceed to the office of the Presiall student body officers, both dent upon the resignation, recall,
elected and appointed, carry out or disqualification of the Presitheir duties; to call and preside dent; and to call and organize
over all general meetings of the the first meeting of the incoming
Association; to attend the Execu- freshman class in the fall sepoint-offices of the Association,
including Graduate Manager; to

new state colleges.
The assembly education

who Hate Classical Music

science.

aR
Pe

officer of the Association; to represent the Association at intercollegiate and school activities;
to make recommendations to the
Executive Council for the Ap-

SACRAMENTO (CIP) - An assembly committee has killed one
of the nine bills establishing

— for those —

in speech,

political

sics while attending HSC.
The duties of the vice-president
are to call and preside at the

.

Committee Kills
State College Bill

Music

and

He has been very active in foren-*

MIKE FIELDING
President

shall be entitled to the follow- that learning by association has
gone by the wayside.
ing:
It is attitudes like this that get
4. To vote as provided hereinour Natural Resources into the
after;
5. To be admitted to assemblies sorry plight that some are in
r
and other events sponsored by today.
May they look up from their
the Association; according to
the provisions laid down by the violins and Shakespearean plays
and see the world as it is today.
Executive Council;
Without our Natural Resources
6. To membership in organizations chartered by the Associa- we have nothing.
Regards,
tion according to membership
Felix E. Smith
rules and procedures of such
Graduate of HSC and
organizations;
Active on Campus
7. To a free subscription to the
college newspaper;
8. To limited use of the Health
(Continued on page 3)

POPERA

economics

Don’t you agree?

Sincerely yours,
Terry Bonner
Senior
Eureka Senior High

senior

the

State College majoring

daughter.

March 19, 1957

NAME

vice

to

eS

Jim Callison, Jim Barnes,
Brodie, Don Peterson, Pat

appointed

go to the car.

Editor

were
Chip

was

asking
her
questions
“Who is your teacher?

now!”

ments to the ASB Constitution
for the Council’s approval. These
as
recommendations
the
are
amended by the council:

Arnot

her older sister, who was nearly
hysterical, began to cry, he scold-

vaccine have been set up. Currently, such services are

[ Minutes of the Student Council |

Jim

president by Mike Fielding, ASB
president, when it became necessary for Frank
Bettendorf ta
withdraw from this office.
Before being appointed vicepresident Arnot was Assemblies
Commissioner and did a _ very
good job in that capacity.
Arnot is a senior at Humboldt

Does
he
have
any
children?
Who’s your best girl friend?”
which kept her mind off the cuts.
He quieted her mother and when

being offered in Humboldt and Del Norte counties. For
exact time and place, consult your doctor or health
officer.
The Salk vaccine gives protection by causing a person to develop polio-fighting antibodies in the bloodstream. Enough of these antibodies prevents the polio
virus from causing paralysis.
Thousands of polio cases still occur. These are
largely among the age groups that have NOT received
vaccine. It is only good “common sense” to avail yourself of the opportunity to obtain these shots. In a sense,
it means freedom — freedom of peace of mind.
Delay in getting the inoculations is dangerous as well
as nonsensical. So remember, “Get your polio shots

MARCH 21, 1957
The meeting was called to order by Vice-President Jim Arnot
on the above date. Those present

Presenting Your—---————_——,
Fielding and Arnot Featured
Student
Officers

May | Say ©
Something?

Se

LUMBERJACK

etary

Page 2

tive Council as a voting member;
to exercise such other powers as

mester

ahd

thereafter

he

shall

act in an advisory capacity to the

may be necessary for the efficient freshman class.
and proper performance of his
Mike Fielding, ASB president,
duties; to serve as an ex-officio said, “Jim Arnot has done a termember of all committees.
rific job in the organization and
It is also a part of the presi- presentation of the agenda ma- ‘
dent’s job to establish in every terial to the Council. He has very
way possible good relations be- effectively
presided
over
the
tween the community and HSC. meetings of the Executive CounHe also has to keep in close con- cil.’
tact and keep good relations with
It is also a part of Arnot’s job
other colleges in California.
to co-ordinate between the AdFielding represents HSC by at- ministration, the students and the
tending all conferences with other Executive Council. He has to be
colleges. He also analyzes the sure that all information that is
operations of the ASB and offers pertinent is brought before the
advise where it is wanted and students of HSC.
needed,
Arnot checks on all the com-*
Kate Buchanan, associate dean mittees out of the Executive
of students, said, “The office of Council to be sure that the work
president is by far the most im- is being done. He also acts in an
portant office in any school. The advisory capacity in the organi-*
president should demand and get zation when ever he is called
the respect of his fellow man by upon to do so.
being capable in his office and
This office of vice-president is
aware of the students as indi- very important and will be open
viduals. He must also have the in the general elections to be
ability to inspire confidence.”
held on May 1.

Books - Records - School and Art Supplies

C. O. LINCOLN
616 Fifth Street

CO.
Eureka, Calif.

'

ARCATA GLASS
Auto Glass .. Mirrors .. Louvre

Phone
815 J Street

VA

Hardware

2-13822
Arcata, Calif.
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MINUTES OF THE STUDENT COUNCIL
(Continued from page 2)
Service and other Special SerOLD BUSINESS
vices of the Administration;
Jon Mitts reported that he talk9. To any other privileges which ed with Bill Johnson and it will
may arise under action of the be impossible to fix the Bookstore
Executive Council;
plumbing until the plumbing in
10. To purchase a student acti- the music building is completed.
vity card which will entitle him
Dr. Karshner reported that the
to the following:
railing to identify the parking
11. To hold office if eligible as areas would be looked into this
provided in this constitution;
summer,
12.
To
represent
Humboldt
COMMISSIONER REPORTS
State College in intercollegiate
Board of Finance: It was moved,
competition if eligible;
seconded and passed to accept the
13. To participate in any stu- following prices:
dent body financed
activity
1. $2 a couple with and $2.50 a
such as dramatics, forensics,
couple without Activities Cards
journalism, radio, band, choir
for the AWS
Million
Dollar
and student government;
Merry-Go-Round Dance to be
14. To be admitted to all actiheld on March 23.
vities sponsored by the Associa2. $1 per person with and $1.25
tion; according to the proviper person without Activities
sions laid down by the ExecuCards for the Spring Prom to
tive Council for such things as
be held on April 27.
games, dances, concerts, plays
3. Seventy-five cents per person
and “All School Picinics;”
with and $1 per person without
15. To receive any benefits,
Activities Cards for the Jazz
awards or emblems given by
Concert to be held on April 22.
the Association;
Also to underwrite the concert
16. To receive a discount on the
for $150.
yearbook.
4, Fifty cents without Activities
ARTICLE If
Cards and free with Activities
ELECTIVE OFFICERS
Cards for the All School Picnic
for the meal.
94. To issue writs of mandamus
President: It was moved, secand writs of injunction to the
Board of Control of the Associa- onded and passed to accept the

at Body

ted
ng,

vice
ASB

tion

upon

a two-thirds

major-

ity vote of the membership
ICS and upon the approval
the

Student

Executive

of
of

Council.

ARTICLE VIII
BOARD OF CONTROL
Numbers 314 and 320 were suggested

for

amendment.

Under

the by-laws 405 and 406 would
remain unchanged while 407
was

recommended

as follows:

407. During the fall election two
men and two women representatives-at-large will be elected.
The election will be conducted

recommendation of Joyce Weaver
for Publications Commissioner.

Dr. Karshner: Dr. Karshner reported on behalf of the committee
screening

Coun-

«

¢

s only *

the

and

two

highest

women

will be elected.

membf the

for one

of

votes

In case of a tie

or more

of the

above

positions a runoff election will
be held. The ballot for such an
election will contain the names

y be
onduct +
the
g the

of the people who received the
tie vote in the regular election.
Write-in votes will be accepted
in the reglar election. No write-

sucall,
Presianize
ming
1 seshall
o the

in votes will be accepted in the
runoff election. The runoff election

will

plurality
receiving

of

votes

runoff
within
regular
It was
«passed to

dent,

a terh and

mavery

posed

also

be

run

basis and
the

will

number

elected.

election
will
be
five school days of
election.
moved,
seconded
accept the above

amendments

the

the person

highest

be

on

to: the

The
held
the
and
pro-

ASB

Constitution. It was recommended
that these proposed amendments

the

oun:

appear

on the ballot of the ASB

Election on May 1. In regards to
the form of the ballot it was recommended that this be referred

s job

Add the

to ICS

o be
t is
the

for their

consideration.

3Y2°%o
Current Dividend

com:*
tive

ork
Nn an
zani-*

Paid on Savings
Twice Yearly

nt is

Your Savings Are
Insured by an Agency

alled
open

of the U. S. Government

Humboldt Federal
Savings and Loan
Association
535 G Street

Eureka

for

body

mid-May,

distribution

well

to

before

in

COMPLETE
OPEN

9 A. M. TO 9 P.

the

First

College’s

by

Annual

Tournament

Humboldt

forensic

squad

State
and

time

the

student

end

of

school,
Al] students with a fullyear activity card will be entitled
to a book free; those with one-

Kappa Delta chapter for north
coast high schools revealed Arcata and Eureka High Schools’
dominance of the four speech
events

held.

Placing first in the sweepstakes
results,

Arcatas

points were

29

earned

tournament

by the team

of Lyn Lytle and Gail Murray
which took second place in the
debate event, John Payne who
earned a first place medal in extemporaneous speaking, and Lyn
Lytle who rose to first place in

the original oratory contest.
Eureka
High’s
close
second
place

sweepstakes

total

of

place

in

Gary

Sleightam

oral

interpretation

with

place

in original

oratory.

a

Other students who earned individual honors for Arcata, Eureka, and Del Norte High schools
are indicated by the final standings in the individual speaking
events. In extemporaneous speak-

ing, Ron Siemans

of Arcata,

those

oratory, Colene Fredin of Arcata,
second place.. In oral interpreta-

fourth
of

place;

Arcata,

and

Linda

fifth

place.

based on their record of superiority in individual work.
Thirty-four entrants and thirty
observers from Arcata, Del Norte.

more important to have guaranteed delivery of the yearbook before the end of spring semester.
Many of last spring’s events are
covered*in this year’s book and
important events of this spring

an.

Other members of the Sempervirens staff are Lou Cimini, business manager; Don Harris, sports
Joe

women’s

Romero,

lay-

outs; Paula Pinochi and Joyce
Silva, class sections and layouts;

Tom

Freeman,

organizations edi-

tor; Eddie Ray and Paul Groves,

photographers;

copy

editor;

Jack

Joyce

Weaver,

Johnson,

John

Burger,
Vernetta
Ladwig,
John
Thomas, copy writing and typists, and Janice Gulliver, staff
artist.

ONE-STOP SHOPPING
M. -t-SUNDAYS 9 A. M. TO 6 P, M.

_ SHEARS SUPER MARKET
R. M, Shears
1468 MAIN ST.. FORTUNA
86 SUNNY BRAE
PHONE 9909
ARCATA

For the past three years a twoyear program in forestry has
been offered at the college under
Edwin Pierson and Gerald Partain of the college forestry department. “This new program is
something we have been directing our efforts toward in recognition of the need in this area for
professionally trained foresters,”
States

Pierson.

He

added,

“we

feel that our strategic location in
timber producing country is a
decided advantage in producing
a strong forestry management
program and we are happy to see
our vision of a four-year program
become a reality.”
Pierson
set up the program

when he first joined the Humboldt
staff in 1953, and now, assisted
by Partain, will have charge
of the four-year professional forest management curriculum with
heavy emphasis on logging engineering.
General objective of the pro-

basic training in forestry; the
study of engineering aspects of
forestry training; and technical
training logging.
The new expanded plan has
been worked out in coo
with the University of California,
department of forestry and industry leaders.
A new building is
being planned for construction
in 1960,
Pierson has a bachelor of science S well as a masters degree
in forestry from Oregon
State, and Partain has a bachelor of science degree in naval
science from the University of

South

degree

Carolina

in

State.

and

practical

Oregon

Boss

|

North Arcata Shoe Shop
Shoe Repairing and
New

training

THE

in the various sciences, techniques and activities which form

the professional requirements in
the field of forest management.
More
specifically, the program
offers a broad general education;

a bachelor’s

from

.

posed curriculum is to provide in-

struction

and

forestry

Shoes

WORKING
PRIEND

Open

8 to

1642

G St.

6

MAN’S

Mon. thru

Sat

Arcata

COOPER AUTO PARTS
ALL

Home For Quality In
AUTOMOTIVE PARTS

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION TO
STUDENTS and FACULTY
ASK FOR

982 - 4th Street

NORM

Arcata

Ph. VA

2-3156

Eureka, Ferndale, South Fork and
St. Bernard’s High schools partici

pated in the day long tournament
which

the

was judged

Humboldt

by members

State

College

ensic squad and faculty of
college speech department.

While

this

first

of

for

venture

the

into

high school forensic competition
was experimental on the part of

both

the

participating

and the college,
of students and
enthusiastic that

high

Aquarium Breaks;
Floods Classroom

to cover some important events
this spring.
The staff feels it is

editor;

sec-

ond place; Joe Pinckard of Del
Norte,
third
place.
In original

“We regret that the early deadline means we will not be able

sports

and

third

schools
sponse
was so

editor; Rella Hammond,

24

points was comprised of the two
first place medalists in debate,
Beverly Saul and Charles Goodwin being selected by the tournament judges as the winning team
in that event. Also contributing
points to Eureka’s total were
Dawn Montelbetti with a first

with no ASB card pay $6.
This year’s annual is the largest ever, containing 164 pages.
Special
features and
a “bonus
surprise” will enliven the book
this year.

will be carried in the 1958
nual,” the editors said.

Pi

These contestants received certificates of distinction in speech

the

semester cards pay $4 and

of

Forensic

sponsored

Eureka,

the printer, according to Sandra
Aycock and Kay Price, co-editors.
The book is scheduled to be

in

Results
Redwood

Woodruff

Final copy for the 1957 Sempervirens has been submitted to

delivered

Dominate First HS
Forensic Tourney

tion, Mary Lyn Pitlock of Eureka,
second place; Bev Verback of Arcata, third place; Dale Hinch of

FINAL YEARBOOK
COPY SUBMITTED

SELF SERVICE MEATS
J

the

Respectfully submitted,
Roberta Johnson,
ASB Secretary
Jim Arnot,
ASB Vice-President

receiving

number

for

accept Howard Goodwin of Eureka as Graduate Manager for
Humboldt State College. He will
take office on April 8.

on a plurality basis and the two
men

applicants

Graduate Manager position. It
was recommended to the council
that Howard Goodwin be accepted to fill this position. It was
moved, seconded and passed to

‘Arcata, Eureka

the re
faculty
an an-

nual repetition of the event seems
assured.

The
Ichthyology
class
was
violently disturbed last Thursday
afternoon by a foot high wall of
water which
poured
laboratory classroom.

into their
The water

came from one of the four aquaria
in room 109 of the Wildlife Building.

:

The heavy glass was broken in
a freak accident while two students
mens

the

were gathering fish specifrom the shelves adjoining

aquaria.

The

resulting

wall

of water rushed through the room
breaking several ten-gallon stone
specimen crocks and then rush-

ing into the adjoining room where
the Ichthyology class was being
held.
Students
jumped up on the

immediately
desks to keep

out of the swirling waters while
fish went splashing merrily by.
As soon as the situation was
comprehended, the students went
into action trying to catch the
elusive fish. Thanks to the quick
action of Jim Joseph and several
others, all the fish were rescued
before the water
became
too
shallow to sustain them.
No one was injured in the accident although glass was everywhere. The aquarium glass is a
special kind that breaks into very
small pieces instead of the long
slivers that broken plate glass
produces.
:

“CORE” 18 A REGISTERED TRADE-MARE. COPYMENT 1987 THE COCA-COLA COMPAL,

Sociology
Spin a platter... have some chatter...

and sip that real great taste of Coke.
Sure, you can have a party without

Coca-Cola—but who wants to!

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE
Cece-Cola Bottling Company of California at Eureka

Campus
Spotlight
)..

BY JEWELL
course

at any

time

without

fur-

ther obligation.

station, Room
201, Post Office
Building, 5th and
“H’
Streets,
Eureka California, or the Place-

alongside the men in this famous
organization as regular Marine ment
Office,
Humboldt
State
Corps officers and enlisted per- College.
sonnel. Two
types of officers’
commissions are available to the
young woman today — a commission in the regular Marine
Corps as a profession and a career
and a commission in the reserve,
where she may be a civilian and
“Spring Fantasy’ is the theme
a Marine officer too after serving chosen for the fourth
annual
two years active duty.
fashion show to be given tomorWomen
officers
receive
the row by members of the Humboldt
same
promotion
opportunities State College Student Wives Club
and pay as do male officers, and in the College Elementary audirange in rank from second lieu- torium,
Spring cottons, sport clothes
tenant to colonel. Each promotion

‘Spring Fantasy’
ls Fashion Theme

must

or who

Models

themselves

on

the

are the Mesdames

Frank

Ron Fredericks, William Pogue,
Leighton McClaskey and Richard

Willis. Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Wilfley and their small son Byron
will model as a family and Karen
will model small-daughter fashions with her mother.
Mrs.
Jerry
Paul
is general

be a USS.

chairman,

assisted

by Mrs.

Ervyl

Pigg and Mrs. Ron Fredericks,
refreshments; Mrs. Nevada Steneck,
decorations;
Mrs.
Jack
Pearce,
tickets;
Mrs.
William
Pogue and Mrs. Jack Woody, pub-

licity; and Mrs. Kay Johnson and
Mrs.

John

Dufour,

television.

The fashion show will be held
at 2 p. m.
Special intermission
entertainment is planned with
refreshments afterwards. Admission is 50 cents.

Bartlett Named
Business

Manager

one of the more recent ones is
CAROL WISE’S engagement to
Perley Fisher of Eureka.
The
bride-groom-to-be

“Oh, I haven’t been tryin’ to answer your questions - I just wanna sharpen my pencil.”

& Cold Sandwiches
Soda Fountain

OPEN 24 HOURS EVERY DAY
1618 G Street
Arcata

Flyway Meeting
Faculty
tatives

2 WEEKS ‘TILL
—EASTER VACATION—
YOUR

FRIENDS

with
HALLMARK

of

and

student

represen-

the

natural

resources

division at HSC
attended
the
recent two-day Pacific Flyway
Committee meeting
Falls, Oregon.

at

Klamath

Meeting with members of state
and federal agencies in an effort
to coordinate the two for the best
possible management of waterfowl resources, were Dr. Charles

F. Yocom, chairman of the college
division
of natural
resources;
Dr. Richard Genelly, assistant
professor of wildlife; and waterfowl

class students

James

Eshel-

man, Mathew Keller and Tom
Richardson.
The Flyway committee which
meets twice a year is composed
of water-fowl
biologists
from
United States fish and wildlife
service headquarters in Alaska,
Portland, Oregon; Logan, Utah;

plus representatives from British

SPRING REMINDER

REMEMBER

One-Act Plays
Scheduled April 5

HSC’ers Attend

Three one-act plays will be
presented by the Drama Department on April 5, in the college
auditorium.

The plays to be presented this
year were chosen as being among
the best plays written by Dr.
John
Pauleys
ing class,

1955

playwright-

“Cain,” a serious play dealing
with the biblical story of Cain
and Abel was written in blank
verse by Anne Johannsen. “Cain’
is a one-act play about the death
of Abel at the hands of Cain, to
be directed by John Tonge.
The cast is as follows: Cain,
John Smith Jr.; Abel, Buck Downard; and Father, John Swierstra.
“Merrily We Crawl Along,” a
light comedy, written by Bob
Stankus will be directed by Wally
Sinclair. The theme of the play,
everything rotates around the
hobby Jill is taking care of ...
worm raising.
Those in the cast are: father,
Jim
Sullivan;
mother,
Aileen
Fredin; daughter, Elvera Ryerson; and the lover, Ed Spenser.
The final one-act play entitled
“Room For Rent” was written by
John David Dell and will be directed by Homer Hatcliff. The entire action takes place in a rented
room in San Francisco of present

Columbia,
Alberta,
Canada;
Phil Bartlett, junior business| Washington,
Idaho,
Utah,
Neadministration major, this week vada, California Arizona and imwas named business manager of portant federal government refuthe Lumberjack.
gees,
He replaces Louis Cimini, who
The Committee
co - ordinates
last week left the Humboldt area. research
and
management
of
Bartlett is regional sales man- water-fowl resources of the westager for Vita Craft Corporation. ern portions of the North AmerHe also serves as business man- ican
continent
from
breeding
ager of Hilltopper, the new cam- grounds in Alaska to the winterpus magazine, which will appear ing grounds in Mexico.
early next month.
Dr. Yocom is one of the original day,
organizers of the group which
The cast includes: Louise Lawwas established in 1947.
rence as Marie De La Freneire;
Gene Clausen
the Poet;
Dion

“DINNER™

PATRONIZE OUR
ADVERTISERS ...
THEY PATRONIZE US!

CARDS

Wright

@
@

the

Musician;

Harmon

WAA FINISH BASKETBALL
The WAA finished basketball
last week and are starting new
activities this week. The WAA is
starting baseball, fencing and

PLUMBING SUPPLIES
BUILDING MATERIALS
Buy - - Sell - - Trade
Check Our Prices Before
You Buy

Mondays

tennis. Any girl who is interested

North Highwey 101
Eureka
BI 29-3487
OPEN SUNDAYS

in playing
invited to
the sports
7 p. m. at

&

any of these games are
come and join in on
on Monday nights at
the HSC gymnasium.
9

HOT ROD CAPS

FOR — “TOP - DOWN”

WEATHER

Insurance and Real Estate

Your Student
- Owned

COLLEGE

BOOKSTORE

G

Street

SE

Phone VA

Arcata
Lz

2-2612

in

Redwood

Company.

Carol, a sec-

ondary education speech major,
says she intends to finish school.
No definite date has been set for
the
wedding.
Congratulations,
kids!
Activities galore this weekend
. « » HSC students have their
choice of the Popera tonight at
the Municipal Auditorium in Eureka, the annual Bunny Hop tomorrow night and the Student
Wives’ Spring fashion show tomorrow

also, to mention

a few.

the ¢
are ¢

Next Tuesday, April 2, at Daly’s
of Eureka, is a very special day.
Planned for then is the fabulous
Kay
Windsor
Spring
fashion
show.
Miss Shirley Buchanan,
charming Hollywood starlet, will
be on hand to commentate the
show. She will also model. Six
other professional models have
been acquired to show the lovely
Kay Windsor dress creations.

*

Two
showings
have
been
scheduled
for this annual April
event. The first is at 12:30
neon and the final showing
will be held at 2:30 p.m. The
showings
will take place on

Kay Windsor, “the look you
love,” dresses come in a variety
of striking styles and colors in
polka dots, stripes, plaids, prints
and solid colors,
These dresses
come in full skirt and sheath
styles,
sleeveless
and
with
sleeves,
With
a regular
size
range of 10-20, juniors 7-15 and
Lady Windsor half-sizes, no one

need be

left out of owning

one

of these remarkable dresses, And
here’s the best part - - prices are
only $8.95 to $12.957

Pe.
ANDERSON:
Any

she’s tried it...

suggestions,

gagements

or

ideas,

marriage

enan-

nouncements, nonesense, stuff 'n’
junk, etc., for this column will be
especially welcome. Material can
be submitted directly to the Lumberjack office, room 203, Coop, or
deposited in box 482,
Well, I'm about out of space.
See you soon, and don’t leave before I get back,

@
882

is employed

the Sales Department of Simpson

Bonnickson as Redege and the
Policemen are played by John
Thomas and Wally Sinclair.
The plays will be presented the
one night only. Tickets are 50
cents, with season ticket holders
admitted free.

CABL
JOHNSON
LIVESTOOK
&
FURNITURE
OO.
New & Used Furniture

Auction

EASTER

we

turn around, another couple an.|/nounces their engagement.
And

at-

campus.

Adams, Jack Woody, Curtis Bolten, Paul Shields, Kay Johnson,

citizen, physically qualified, unmarried and at least 18 years old.
She must be less than 29 years
old on July 1 of the year in which
commissioned. After being commissioned as a second lieutenant,
the candidate for commission will
be given an indoctrination course
— the women officers training
class.
The training will be comprehensive and intensive, with experienced marine officers as instructors.
Should the candidate so desire,
she may withdraw from either

Hot

are

classes

everytime

erg

applicant

boldt

tending

that

g

An

tractive
young
women
whose
husbands are enrolled at Hum-

as

?
seems

BAe

sibility, prestige along with leave
with pay. Second lieutenants receive as much as $4000 a year.
To be eligible for the women
officers training class, a young
woman must be a graduate of,
or presently attending, an accredited college or university.
Undergraduates attend two sixweek
courses
during
summer
vacations from college and after
receiving their degree are commissioned in the Marine Corps
Reserve,

It

H

and dressy fashions from Bistrins
of Arcata will be modeled by at-

respon-

- - such

it is.

i

pay,

for another sesgab”

:

it more

again

of “local

as

carries with

Back
sion

3ask

places

Pee

their

avin

taking

=

now

Beye.

are

Captain
O’Holleran
may
be
contacted for any further information on these programs by
calling HI 2-3272 or by writing to
the Marine Corps Recruiting Sub-

e2Fee

Captain OHolleran points out
that during
the war, women
marines served the Marine Corps
with such diligence, faithfulness
and ability that women marines

°

« fore

Fri., March 29, 1957

L

partment
of Education permits

Humboldt
to offer the Special
Secondary teaching credential,
as well as the General Secondary credential with a major in
Industrial Arts for high school
4 teachers,
That there is a need for this
new curriculum is evidenced by
the fact that a 1956 bulletin of
the California State Department
of education stated that 1,400 industrial arts teachers were needed at a time when only 305 were
being

graduated

from

California

“ schools, points out Leland Barlow, chairman of the division of
fine and applied arts. In charge
of

the

present

program

are

Ar-

thur Stegeman and Dr. Ernest
Bednar who will set up the new
area

1 we
» an-

And
as is
it

pson
sec:
ajor,
hool.
t for
ions,

instruction

ed in Jenkins Hall,
inforced
concrete,

to

The
ed in

of

in

industrial

arts.
The present program of the
College in industrial arts is housa modern retile - roofed

item of $9,500 to provide the
initial complement of equipment
for the Auto
Mechanics
and
Transportation shop, and it is anticipated that the 1958-59 budget will provide even more equipment for this entirely new area
of instruction at Humboldt State
College.
It is envisioned
that
new
courses to be added will provide
students with experience in the
overhaul, service and repair of
power
plants
and
equipment
used in land, sea and air transport.

TURNER, PALAIS
RESUME DUTIES

HOME EC HOUSE
NOW OCCUPIED

Karshner Attending

The
senior Home
Economic
girls have moved into the “Home
Management House”,
The purpose of the home Management House is to give the
girls majoring in Home Ec an
actual chance to participate in

dents,

a

home

studying

situation,

The
girls
to
live
house for the first time

periods

of

illness.

in
the
are Rose

The girls will stay in the house
four weeks under the supervision

of Miss Emilla Tschanz,
tor in home economics.

instruc-

The Home Management House
is located directly behind Jenkins Hall. Miss Tschanz stated:

“The house has recently been
moved and redecorated, and all
new furniture was _ purchased,
therefore, living in the house is
an
exciting
girls.”

experience

for

all

National Seminar
Dr. Don Karshner,
is

attending

dean of stuthe

national

assosiation of student personnel
administrators’ seminar conducted

by

the

Harvard

Institute

problems

pertinent

student personnel.
On
April 1 and

will

represent

to

NEW PROPOSALS
SACRAMENTO (CIP) - Proposals now before the state legislature would appropriate $25 mila. for a state college housing
und.
of the ten state colleges will be
discussed, with special emphases
at this meeting on the finds of the
state sub-committees which have
been working on staffing formulas for various offices supervised
by the dean of students.

2,

college
Karshner

Humboldt

at

TOP 20 TUNES
and Hi-Fi Albums

the

semi-annual conference of state
college deans of students at Los
Angeles,
Dr.
Morton
Renshaw,
Los Angeles
State College dean of
students is
¢hairman. Problems

e
COSTUME JEWELRY

6
Falor's
Prescription
Pharmacy

Jack-Cyn Acres
—Florist—

Restaurant - Fountain

Flowers - Gifts
CORSAGES

OVERLOOKING
BEAUTIFUL

Page 5

in attendance at the week-long
conference covering aspects and

Varsity

Turner

at

Highlands Inn, Carmel, Monday,
March 25 through Saturday,
March 30.
Sixty
college
adminstrators
from 11 western states, chosen
for their coverage of total college
student personnel program, are

the

Palais, pro-

Dr.

of

Linser,
Carol
Leach,
Shirley
Marsh and Claudette Hummel.

fessor of history, have both returned to campus after prolonged

building opened in 1951. It is a
has taken over limited duties,
two-story building with adequate
space for the four subject areas and Dr. Palais has resumed his
teaching schedule.
now offered by the College. There
Dr. Ernest Salo, recently sufis a general metals shop room
fered an attack of appendicitis,
equipped to handle sheet metal,
foundry, welding and machine returned home from the hospital
shop instruction, a well-equipped last Saturday. He has been conwoodworking
shop,
a_ special valescing at home this week and
* room for mechanical drawing, a expects to be back with his
room for electrictiy, a lecture classes Monday.
room, locker space and offices for
staff.
Recently equipment has been
added
to the radio-electricity
laboratory and to the general
metal shop. Further additions to
the equipment of the metal shop
are contemplated.
The budget which is now be«fore the legislature contains an

instead

in a laboratory.

Dr. Lawrence Turner, executive
dean, and Dr, Hyman

LUMBERJACK

ARCATA’S
PLAZA

Discount

854 “G” Street
Arcata, Calfiornia
Dial VA 2-28642

to

Students

1166 # St.
North Arcata

Phone
VA 32-1781

Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Seven
Days a Week
North Arcata, Clese to Campus
2563 G St.
Ph. VA 2-2025

Barnes To Have
‘Article Published
Accepted for publication in the
fall issue of the American Journal of Physics is an article by Dr.
George Barnes, assistant professor of physical science, on “An
Addition to the Ballistic Pendulum Experiment.”
According to Dr, Barnes a ballistic pendulum is a device for
determining the velocity of a
projectile or bullet.
The “addition” involves another way of
computing velocity and performs
a second check so that the velo_city may be compared.

WHAT A MENU!

A dank frank, an ol’ roll, a pallid salad, and

a dry pie. Let’s face it, friend—your lunch-time fare needs
brightening! Recipe: light up a Lucky! It won’t make a filet
out of that frank, but it’s a Noon Boon nevertheless. A Lucky,

you see, is all cigarette—all great smoking, all the way through.
It’s made of fine tobacco—mild, good-tasting tobacco that’s
TOASTED

to taste even better. But why

wait till noon to

try one? Right now, you'll say Luckies are the best-tasting
cigarette

you ever smoked!
WHAT

IS A GREENHOUSE ¢

WHAT IS A STRICT DISCIPUNARIAN@

\

POPERA PROGRAM
(Continued from page 1)
Relax (Rhumba) ............ Yoder
Our Flirtations ................ Sousa
Twirler ...............00... Jim Nameth

*
a

sack Fie.

€. GUY WILSON,

U. OF ARKANSAS

U, OF VeRGIMtA

Arr. A. Warrell
The Deaf Woman's Courtship
(Folk Song)

.... Arr. L. Wagner

HOTEL

VANCE

CLAUDE

EROSEN,

AMMNERST

WHAT IS A GREEDY ENGUSHMAN ?

WHAT IS A STOLEN BOAT?

+ Who'll Be A Witness For My
Lord (Spiritual)

to
ft
ig
ROBERT

BAVID KLEIN,

RICHARD MANNING,

LOYOLA U. OF LOS ANGELES

errr.

FRIEDMAN.

&. OF CALIFORNIA

8

q Without Bath .... $3.50
Without Bath ....
With
With

WHAT

Bath .......... $4.50
Bath .......... 96.50

STUDENTS!

IS A CLUMSY SAILOR®

MAKE $25

Do you like to shirk work? Here’s some easy money—
start Stickling! We'll pay $25 for every Stickler we
print—and for hundreds more that never get used.
Sticklers are simple riddles with two-word

|

ings,

Camelia
ete.

students

at

Room

evetiente
rate

answers. Both words

for

Anchor Clanker

JON sims,
aveovan

on the

“IT'S TOASTED”

campus,
835 2nd and G street
For Appointments Phone

@A.1.Co.

PRODUCT OF

CIGARETTES

Luckies Taste Better

"Lounge

og

rhyming

must have the same number of syllables. (Don’t do drawings.) Send
your Sticklers with your name, er
college and class to Happy-JoeLucky, Box 67A, Mount Vernon,

Coffee Tavern
Unique “Log Cabin”

IR

American

qa

TO

TASTE

Jobacer Company

BETTER... CLEANER,
AMERICA’S

LEADING

MANUFACTURER

FRESHER,
OF

SMOOTHER!

CIGARETTES

INTRAMURAL HOOP PLAY ENDS,|HSC Netters To
Eureka Club
TOURNAMENT NOW UNDER WAY Meet
Sunday Afternoon

BY TONY VASQUEZ
The regular season has come
to an end in basketball and the
four

ws and regulations to adopt.
Some
of these laws and regulaons pertain to fish and game
4 therefore should be of importance to those of us who indulge in hunting and fishing.
his
year the law makers are
faced with some 200 bills pertaing to our favorite pastime. Folowing are some of those bills.
A.B. (Assembly Bill) 864, expmpts shore fishermen of ocean
water from sports license provision.
A.B. 1096, All fishermen over
6 ‘would have to purchase tags
or salmon fishing.

Glenn Long Drugs
Prescription

.

Headquarters

'

Free Delivery
Phone

VA

2-2496

1001 H St.

Arcata

READY-MIX

OR TOO SMALL

IK

Arcata

Coach

Dr.

Larry

a great deal of respect
Williamson’s
Eureka
figures Humboldt will
of Sunday's matches

considerably

better

prepared

for

the Red Raiders’ visit. Last year
Southern Oregon slaughtered HSC
7-0 in both meets of a home-andhome arrangement.
Rains
abruptly
ended

Hum-

boldt’s meet with the Fortuna
tennis club on the Fortuna high
school courts last Saturday. Only
one match was completed, with
the Lumberjack’s No. 1 player,
Jack Geary, taking Buzz Lincoln
6-3, 6-4.

North Arcata’s
Modern Barber

Most
Shop

North Arcata
Barber Shop
Children

Come

Welcome
Sat

in and let us clip
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pate and haggle over just what

teams

for the Tourney. The four final- game of the night to Nelson Hall.
ist are IQ, Nelson Hall, the RamWednesday night's action found
blers and Block H. The first eli- the improved CU rallying to demination round was March 27. feat Alpha House 39-29. Curtis
AB.
2627,
Trout
fishermen
Block H and Nelson Hall met in Bolton was high point man for
must purchase a two dollar trout
the first game and the Ramblers CU with 13 points. Bob Seeler and
stamp.
and IQ's played the second game
A.B. 3239, Provides for develop- of the night. The final elimina- Dick Laursen followed with 12
ment and control of water re- tion night will be April 3 when apiece, Frank Hopper scored 12
sources and conservation of wild- winners of the first round collide. for Alpha House.
The Faculty forfeited the seclife in the Klamath River Basin.
Charlie Hale has been selected ond game of the night to Redwood
S.B. 701, Authorizes the Com- as the player of the week. Charlie Hall,
mission to set quotas of either plays for the IQ’s and has been
An upset game came in the
hunters allowed in a particular the big gun for the league-lead- final set of the regular tournaarea and number of deer to be ing team all season. Ironical as ment.
The
upstart
Ramblers
taken out of any particular area. it may seem Charlie made his gathered their forces and handed
S.B. 785, Restrains Commission most telling contribution in the the IQ’s their first defeat of the
from restricting any water to teams only losing effort. Charlie season.
The score was 34-29.
fishing by use of artificial lures tanked 23 out of 29 points for his Charlie Hale, the player of the
team as they last 34-29 to the week, scored 23 points for the
only.
1Q’s. Dick Wasmouth tallied 10
S.B. 1450, Adds provision to Ramblers.
Table tennis also came to a for the Ramblers.
state policy on water use, that use
The
final
league
standings
for fish, wildlife or recreation is conclusion last week. Dick Hansen took the title for Nelson Hall after each team played its quota
a beneficial use.
S.B. 1650, Provides the Commis- as he defeated Bob Goodwin and of eight games is as follows:
DEE cicen tas cosadavearsesnitiorimavsice 7
1
sion may not allow taking of fe- John Geary.
John Geary came in second for Block H_ ........
os
2
male deer and spotted fawns un2
der any of the Fish & Game Codes. IK. Ed Hansen came in third for Nelson Hall ....................008 6
2
S.B. 1790, Extends statewide, Nelson Hall and Bob Goodwin Ramblle?s ..................:ccscceseee0e 6
Alpha House ........................ 4
4
the present law prohibiting log took fourth for Nelson Hall.
This gave Nelson
Hal]
three Conservation Unlimited .... 4
4
jams, debris or other artifical
6
barriers in streams injurious to out of the four possible places in Redwood Hall ........................ 2
the tournament. They took first, BM ai saccsascssrscassamssssocastersessiessnss 1
qT
fish life.
NIE
siscscctsivencssinkssslaseseense 0
8
S.B. 1929, Makes it unlawful third and fourth places.
There is one more week of
In the first basketball game
to possess gaffs or treble hooks
in certain portions of rivers dur- Tuesday night Block H defeated basketball tourney and then ining the time thry are closed to Redwood Hall. Earl Barnum and tramurals shal] shift into a new
Ron Fredericks scored 16 points field. The new sport has not yet
salmon fishing ory.
These are only a few of the 200 each for Block H. Warren Smith been decided upon but the intrabills being introduced this year followed with 14. Bob Gay led the mural council will meet and disHall
attack
with
16 cuss future plans.
to the states law makers. Are you Redwood
points and Dennis Colleron backed him up with 11.
The second game of the night
found the IQ’s retaining their

The third match against local
tennis clubs and the last before
they open their intercollegiate
season will be played by Humboldt
State
netters
Sunday
against the Eureka tennis club at
the Eureka high school courts.
First competition against college players is set April 5 against
Southern Oregon at Eureka.

ae

BY DICK LAURSEN
This is the time of year when
law makers of our state de-

top

they won 54-31. Hale scored 22
points for the IQ’s. Emil Yurdan
netted 10 for the IK’s.

4

®@ What's all the shouting about? Flavor!
Full, rich flavor — in a filter smoke! Yes,

and Winston’s exclusive filter — a filter that

TON
ch
to WINS
Swit

does its job so well the flavor really comes
through to you. Here’s a filter cigarette
college smokers can enjoy! Get Winston!

Americos best-selling, best-tasting filter cigarette!

RR, J,

REYNOLDS

TOBACCO

CGO.,

WINSTON-SALEM,

B. C.
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' JACKS HAVE GOOD ROAD TRIP

ney
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Kinzer intends to stick with
same lineup this weekend
has performed so well in the
pre-season
tilts. A minor

change

the

will

nod

be

in

the

the

night-

shifting

of

centerfielder
Dave
Thomas
to
right field with the rightfielder
Jesse Washington to move into
center. This move is designed to
give Thomas's sore arm a rest.
The track squad’s three way
meet is the toughest test of the
young cinder season for the prac-

be
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.

After
The Show...
Any

Time

eee

BIMBURGER alt

Shakes - Malts and
Fountain Specials
FREEWAY

AT

SUNSET

but still came very close to coming

out

winners.

The Humboldt mile relay team
of Harman Bonniksen, Earl Barnum, Larry Amos and Paul Williams finished second to Chico,
but still broke the school record
of 3:30 by more than four seconds.
Manual Vasquez was the only
double winner for the Jacks, as
he

repeated

his

performances

of

last week winning the 100 and 220
yard dashes. Ear] Barnum and
Warren Baker tied for first place
in the high jump, and Barnum
won the broad jump with a leap
of 21’ 8%”.
‘
RESULTS
Mile—Capello, C; Kohnika, H; Cooper,
N: Damon, N. 4:45.6.
440—Thomassen, C; Willams, H; Beck,
C;

Tarango,

C.

50.1

100—Vasquez, H; Bowser, N; Barnhill,
Leone, C, 10.2
120 High Hurdles — Potts, N; Harris, N
Sterni, C; Sehmidt, C. 15.6.
880—Milier, C; Bledsoe, C; Olson, C;
Meyeroff, N. —220—Vasquez,
Thomassen, C; Barnhill, N; Tarango, Me 22.8.
,
Two _
— Capello, C; Kohinka, H;
N;

Cooper,

C;

N;

Damon,

N.

10:19.8.

220 be
Hurdles—Rowser,
N;
Potts, N; Burns, N. 24.8.
Shot Put—-Lyon, N; Buckman,

haerrt,

C;

Hatch,

N.

45’

C.

Javelin

—

Meter,

N;

Johnson, H. 17’ 10"
Pole Valut — Harris,
C;

H;

Vasquez,

H.

Bryan,

et

13’

C;

Hull,

Maybry,

Discus — Howes, N; Meter,
Zlateroff, H. 148’ 7%’

N; Duchaert,

Board

Williams,

Jump

—

Barnum, iti

Buens, N; Bowser, N. 21’
84"’.
Relay
— _ Chico,
unvbetde,

H;

Nevada.

3:24.7.

Team

Scores

Humboldt,

—

Nevada,

62%;

Chico

42%.

PATRONIZE OUR
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TOPS IN QUALITY
TRY IT AND SEE THE
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IN TASTE

GROCER

TODAY

basketball

squad.

Baker

led

57;

Chuck

Mobley.

Sacramento

State.
Dan Sullivan. Nevada
Milt Garfield, San Francisco
State
Pleyd Glenn, San Francisco
State
Bobby
Schurr.
Sacramento
State
SECOND TEAM
Sean Summers, Nevada
WARREN
BAKER. Humboldt
Mile Miller, Chico State
George Nelson, Nevada
Den

Faussett,

and

Dave

CORE,
BY ow... icieccccsiis
Gaggeilo,
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Puchenilli, rf
Lavorel,
1b ...
PNG
EE Sasser ccvarscentomenioaiees
Kraft,
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se
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Schrader, c ....
om
BINGON) 06 i
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ing. Jim
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Totals oo... cece

California

COOPER, HumAires, San Franmen on each of
tie in the ballot-

of Nevada

was

the

only unanimous
choice, while
Mobley, Garfield and Sullivan
were
repeaters from the 1956
team,
Baker also made second team
in a poll conducted by the student
sports editors of the school newspapers. The other choices were
virtually the same.
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HSC Sedans i
Arcata Tennis Club
In a tennis match held last
Saturday morning at the Eureka
high school court, the-Humboldt
State College tennis team defeated the Arcata Tennis Club 5-2.
The Arcata Tennis Club is composed of HSC faculty and are a
strong unit.

Let's Go Skiing!

Sacramento

Cayner,

Aggies; HANK
boldt State; Bill
cisco State.
There were six
the teams due to

Dud-

CALIFORNIA

cent of his foul shots.
The All Far Western Conference

are as follows:
FIRST TEAM

NERD
«C«9

(2),

bounds per game in league play.
He also hit a very good 77.8 per
teams

alococ

38°

Summary
Cunningham, Deniz

ce

sci ccsssssachacpcsenapsciontsosescoioces

Doubles:

the

son

1'’.

ie

lcy. Triples:
Kara,
Walgren.
Home
runs:
Lawson,
Mayo.
Winning
pitcher:
Burke.
Lesing pitcher: Basques.

Humboldt cagers in both scoring
and rebounding, averaging 13.1
points per game,
and
11.2 re-

N;

High Jump
— Tie, Barnum,
H, and
Baker, H; Miller, C; Funagall, N, 5’ 11%’.

.........

dios

STATE

Warren Baker, Humboldt State
center, was named to the second
team All Far Western Conference

C;

Du-

11".

1b

I

little closer as Hum-

State
Al
Martion,
San
Francisco
State.
HONORABLE MENTION
Moose
Mastelotto
and
Billy
Graham, Chico State; Ron Wilkin-

Shelley,

inna

GO
DUN io scstcss re capecsncscsvecansecesrsenes
Schrader, c ...
sibaagnthhagercitigneoons
Lawson,
S58 ....
MQyO,
If 2000.00.00...
Washington,
r
Evans, rf ........... “
TROMBS CB) OF osc
hee
csecsececsssece
Matson,
3b ..
:
Mauney,
p .
Burke, (4) P ..........000

Nevada
held at

Chico.
Humboldt
didn’t
come
through with enough of the very
important third and fourth places

yon

e

Deniz,

The Humboldt State cindermen
finished third in a close meet

with the University of
and Chico State College

tk

HUMBOLDT

been in it all the way, As it was.
the Jacks
outhit
the
Berkeley
crew six singles to five and gave
the
Bears
all the
game
they
wanted.
It was strictly no contest in the
first Flyer game as the Humboldt

teams was a

:

El

DOUG

nine spotted the losers three runs
and then scored a total of 16 in
the top of the third to ice the
game.
The second meeting of the two

BUTTERNUT BREAD

SEE YOUR

four

........

Pp ...-.....-.~

Bear runs to score they would have

THINCLADS FINISH
THIRD IN THREE
WAY MEETING
BAKER NAMED 10
TWO ALL-FWC
SECOND TEAMS

Piva,

Famous

all

S88

VOsnr

Kinzer stated that Jim Richardson top right-hander will be on
the hill in the opener with portsider Frank Burke or Gary Mau-

permitted

Arata,

O'Neil,

untimely

UV

following

squad

if it hadn’t

of

The Ski Club has been quite
active for the past few months
and nearly all of the members
have been seen skiing, sliding or
falling

down

various

slopes.

The

beginning of this semester found
eighteen

Ski

Club

everyone

came

members

Mt. Shasta for the weekend
back

to

at

and

classes

very tired but very happy. Being
the first ones out on the slopes
in the mornings and the last ones
to leave at night there were quite
a

few

After
Cedar

sitz-marks

the
Creek

Mt.

to

cover

Shasta

Lodge

trip

was

up.

the
filled

every
weekend
with
college
skiers taking advantage of the
good skiing to be found there.
Among those seen on the slopes
were Carol Priestly, Neal Metcalf
Jim Palmer, Barbara Urkov, Lois

Morrow, Gary Holmes, Jeanette
Ragsdale, John Borel, Art Pierce
Elvera Ryerson and Hal Brusher.
There are more trips planned
for the Ski Club members (one
was held last weekend at Squaw
Valley).
Due to rather warm
weather, the snow has vanished
around our college lodge and
Cedar Creek Lodge so those with
the “ski bug” must lead their
skis on their cars and head for
farther points in order to get in
their skiing.
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Saturday

track captain,
co-captains.

series of
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Record holder in the broad jump,
and Paul Williams, HSC record
holder in the 440 and last years

available, will be gunning
for
wins No. 6 and 7 against the Red
Raiders.
The
double - header
against Southern Oregon will be

against Cal and

been

a

some of the toughest competition

game

lochrocuHounm

Frisco’s Cox Stadium.
The HSC baseball club, owner
of a 5-1 preseason mark against

contests with college competition
from
the Oregon
country. HSC
will again be in action against

thus

addi-

failing to win a point in these
events so far this year.
In a team ballot last week Earl
Barnum,
school and Conference

at

first in a 10 game

squad

Welcome

tions to the HSC thinclads will be
Jim Davis, top HSC hurdler, who
is expected to pick up points in
the hurdles. HSC has been weakest this season in the hurdles,

San Francisco State and Sacramento State in a three way affair

the

strongest

season.

Oe

‘oln

the

CTA

yer,

with

far this

against the Southern Oregon Red
Raider’s, at 1 p.m.
The track team moves south
for the weekend as they engage

oes

igh
nly
vith

tice shy Lumberjacks. However,
despite lack of outdoor practice
the ‘Jacks will go into this meet

| WHNN

imina

baseball team and coach Bob
the road this week in prepara-

orooomHonsm

nd-

Humboldt’s highly successful
again hit
Doornink’s track
tion of FWC competition.
Ced Kinzer's horsehiders open a
series with Oregon opposition tomorrow in a twin bill at Crescent
City’s
municipal
ball
park,

al

ear
iSC

BASEBALL, TRACK TEAMS
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vill
hes
for

coecccoccom
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nst

area ‘fhattering ov*the Humberat. State
stat Pcaeaer
four games
voce bessbell
a
of the most rugged competition around. Lone loss on the four-day jaunt
was 4-0 shutout suffered at the boldt took a 7-3 verdict. Humboldt
hands of the University of Cali- was originally scheduled to play
fornia Bears, The Jacks topped St. Mary’s but had to pick up the
the University of San Francisco second Flyer tilt because of a
Dons 9-7 Sunday after taking a schedule mix-up by the Gaels
pair of verdicts over the Hamilton which had both Humboldt and
the Cal Aggies booked for the
Field Flyers by scores of 7-3 and
same time and place.
38-4.
USF DONS
Bob Lawson and Ralph Mayo
powered home runs to lead Hum- Scramagiia, 2b
boldt to its come-from-behind LaRocca, ¢ .....
cf . ee
win over the favored Dons in the Kara,
Basques, PSragh€ta, If
most exciting game of the lot.
Cunningham,
1p .............
Humboldt played a very good Walgreng, rf .
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LUMBERIACK

“Tulip Tea" Set
For April
6 Here
DE
MEIER EES SEE IIE.
Question: At present
HSC does
mot have any fraternities. Do
you think that students here
=
benefit from fraternities
Del Geodwin, Graduate student,
zoology major: “It is an honor
yet it excludes those who have
never been included. It would
tend to be the same people
who are already in organizations, it would not help the
others.”
Kay
Killinger.
Senior,
Social
Science major: “I like Humboldt as the small, friendly,
informal college it is. Fraternities

would

tend

to

major:

“In

most

reka,

several

other numbers

I don’t

approve of them. They are undesirable in that they tend to
become
a
clique.
However,
they do benefit new comers in
a new area.”
Judy Conti, Senior Elementary
Education major: “If they do
worthwhile projects and activities they are a benefit. However, if they become too exclusive, omitting students who
are interested in joining, not
considering their contributions
but only their social standing,
then fraternities are a disadvantage.”

be

Jolly

here

cording

RCA

Victor,
at

woman

perform

stars;

recording

Jazz

to

Trio,

are

the

RCA

Victor

re-

Jack

Montrose,

Atlantic

star;

the

and

Sonny

from

Philharmonic;

and

vocalist

Donna

Liberty recording star.
Mike Fielding, ASB
says,

“We

securing
cause

are

very

“Our class would like to know how much you an’ Bollivar would take to enroll in Am. Government - - - Snarf
grades on th’ curve and he always funks two.”

of the

demand

from

Humboldt,

Del Norte, and Mendo-|some

method

of

reorganizing

cino counties, the second, to find | high school student teacher clubs.

ETS

LONG

in

be-

other

colleges on the coast.
If we are
established as a circuit stop we
can

expect

a good

variety

of big

name entertainment.”

Teacher Recruitment
(Continued from Page One)
plants, standardizing or teacher
loads,
encourage
professional
growth
and
development
of
teachers,
and
raise
teaching
standards.
Positive action was taken by
the conference in the form of the
passage
of two
motions. The
first, in affect, to form a tricounty
Representative
Recruitment Committee to function as a
steering committee for teacher
recruitment
activities
in
the

Farmers
Insurance Group

with a Marlboro
FILTER

Arcata
747 -11th St.
Phone VA 2-2421

;

Miss Elizabeth Slagle, physical
education instructor, said “We
out scored our opponents, but didn't get points in the right games.”

i

» FLAVOR

: FLIP-TOP

— FORTUNA

Headquarters for Well-Dressed
College Men and College Women

president,

this type of concert

and Carol Vinum.

BISTRIN'S MEN'S WEAR, EUREKA

Fuller,

fortunate

Rosa hoop tournament March 15,
with a one-two record.
The HSC girls ran over Napa
Junior College, 27-6, and dropped
close ones to Chico State, 22-17
and Santa Rosa, 14-13. Forwards
Lynn Worswick and Anne Hitt
scored 37 points and 20 points,
respectively, in the three games. .
Other
forwards
were
Elsie
Thornton, Elizabeth Locke and
Joyce Silva. Guards who played
were Betty Larsen, Joan Macro,
Karen Soules, Chloreta Furnish

ARCATA — GARBERVILLE

Pacific

Criss

Humboldt State’s WAA basket
ball team returned from a Santa

DEPARTMENT STORE

Arrangements are in the final
stages for securing one of Van
Tonkins’ Jazz Showcase tours out
of Hollywood.
This Jazz Concert will be at
Humboldt State College on Monday, April 22. It will take place
in the college gymnasium from
8 to 10 p. m.
Some of the top artists who
Pete

In.

BISTRIN’S

SFB

JAZZ SHOWCASE
TO COME HERE

will

will

be performed.
The tea wil] be served at Nelson Hall and will be ushered by
the Spurs.

change

cases

PI

Basketball Tourney

The HSC choir and chorus will
perform a group of songs for the
“Tulip Tea” sponsored by the,
Federated
Womens’
Clubs
of
Humboldt County Saturday, April
6 at 2:30 p. m. in the Humboldt
State auditorium.
Featured..soloists will include
students who recently won scholarships from the organization.
These are Claudine Ray, vocalist, Vernon
Ludwig,
violinist;
Mary Massey, pianist.
According to program committee chairman Mrs, Wallace Martin of Eu-

Reporter

this.”
Sandi Wahlund Junior, Education major: “Yes, fraternities
make a college grow, and the
social
life they
provide
is
needed at HSC.’
Dean
McCollum,
Senior,
Economics major: “Yes, fraternal
brotherhood will bring about
life-long friendships and from
these associations the students
will help each other.”
Pete Mace, Sophomore, Pre-law

WAA
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